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Abstract 

In this paper, basing on panel data on Chinese provincial level from 1991-2000, we test, firstly, the 

existence of EKC for industrial SO2 emission density. Following, we decompose the economical 

determinants of this SO2 emission density into: income effect (GDPPC), scale effect (Industrial GDP per 

km
2
) and composition effect (industrial capitalistic ratio). And in the third step, we study the direct and 

indirect role of international trade intensity ((X+M)/GDP). Instead of a supposed EKC, we find ever-

increasing trend in industrial SO2 emission density with respect to income growth for most Chinese 

provinces when the three largest cities (Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai) directly under central government 

are taken off from our database. Following, confirming Grossman (1995), we succeed in decomposing 

industrial SO2 emission density into its three famous economic “effects”. However, different from our 

expectation, the composition effect, measured by industrial capitalistic ratio K/L in this paper, instead of 

being a pollution-increasing role as generally accepted idea, turns out to lead industrial SO2 density to 

reduce as a technology-reinforcing factor. For the role of trade, besides the positive direct impact on 

industrial SO2 density, we find equally some “pollution haven” evidences. In addition, our results show 

for most provinces, their comparative advantage stays still in labour-intensive sectors, increase in the 

capitalistic ratio is proven to be environment-friendly through its technological “pollution-abatement” 

effect until this ratio reach the level of 83333 yuan/person, which can be considered as the threshold to 

distinguish capital-intensive sector. Due to these different aspect’s effects, corresponding to the 

conclusion of ACT (1998, 2001), the total effect of trade on industrial SO2 pollution does not turn out to 

be an important factor for industrial SO2 emission density. Including all these co-related economic 

determinants into a more general graphical analysis, we find that, for most provinces whose actual 

income and capitalistic ratio stay still at moderate level, further income growth and capital accumulation 

are generally environment-friendly factor in openness process. However, the further enlargement of 

openness degree will result in environment deterioration for the provinces that have relatively low income 

and too low or too high capitalistic ratio. The necessary policy to reduce this possible deterioration is to 

adopt besides the open policy, the complementary policies aiming at reinforcing public consciences on 

environment quality (through income effect) and encouraging R&D activities to increase technological 

efficiency in pollution abatement. 

 

Key Words: China, EKC, international trade, industrial SO2 emission, decomposition, “pollution haven” 

hypothesis. 
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1. Introduction 

China, one of the countries with highest growth rate, risks equally to be nominated as one of the 

most polluted countries in the world. With the increasing importance attached to environment in 

development process and the common understanding achieved on the definition of sustainable 

development, how to realize economy growth without arousing environment deterioration and future 

potential growth capacity lose becomes an important topic for Chinese economy studies.  

According to Selden and Song (1995) and Lopez (1994), given accelerating increase in marginal 

“disutility” caused by pollution with income level and the ever-strengthening “substitutability” between 

clean and dirty production technologies, the disutility from environmental deterioration will finally 

become enough serious to make cleaner production technologies necessary measure for utility 

maximization objective. Therefore theoretically, the appearance of the dichotomy between economy 

growth and environment degradation described in EKC hypothesis can be automatically realized when 

income attains certain critical threshold. 

Although over twenty empirical analyses on cross-section data showed evidence for this dichotomy 

between economy growth and environmental deterioration during growth process. This ex-post 

relationship between economy growth and environment for certain countries and certain periods found in 

reduced form cannot offer us more information about how to improve environment without sacrificing 

economy growth. Furthermore, from a strict econometrically point of view, the environment-growth 

relation found in the reduced form is probably spurious, since the two variables follow obviously some 

opposite trends during the time. In addition, the disagreement between these studies on the actual form of 

EKC also brings difficulties in extrapolating the static EKC found by cross-country experiences into a 

dynamic projection for the relation between environment and economy growth for a single country, 

especially a developing countries like China, who appears relatively less frequently in these studies. Even 

if the extrapolation were possible, the income level corresponding to the turning points of these cross-

country EKC (5000-8000 USD, Dasgupta et al, 2002, 1990 price) are generally too high with respect to 

China’s current income level (4534 yuan, 947.78 USD equivalent in year 2000 ).
i
 Whether deterioration 

in environment in China is an unavoidable price for economical growth? Whether such a high income 

level threshold is necessary for environmental amelioration? Or else, whether it is like Stern and 
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Common (2000) said, the global EKC is, at least for the case of SO2 emission, a “misspecification”, each 

country in fact, has its own special trajectory formed in her special historical, geographical, political and 

economical conditions?  

Instead of staying at the reduced form of EKC, economists also try to search more direct links 

between economic activities and pollution. Grossman (1995) regarded pollution as a by-product of 

production activities and can be calculated by multiplying the output of each sector with its pollution 

intensity and then sum them up. According to him, the economic determinants for pollution emission can 

be classified into three effects. The scale effect, supposing the emission rate unchanged, larger is the 

production scale of one economy, more pollution she emits to environment. The composition effect, 

given emission intensity and industrial scale stay unchanged, more industrial composition deviates to 

pollution-intensive sectors, more pollution will be emitted. And finally the income effect (or technique 

effect), which suppose an increase in income will reinforce on one hand, public demand for better 

environment, and on the other hand, permits improvements in pro-environment research and development 

activities, given industrial scale and composition of this economy unchanged, income increase will 

reduce pollution. This decomposition in fact shows a dynamic version to explain the formation of EKC 

during one country’s economic growth process. When the positive link between industrial scale and 

pollution is cancelled off by the pollution reduction effect from income increase and industrial 

composition transformation, the famous dichotomy between environment and economy will appear. As 

concluded in Panayotou (1998): “the apparition of one EKC results from a J-curve relationship between 

pollution abatement expenditure and income level masked by scale and composition effect”.  

However, the pessimists pointed out that the EKC found by cross-section data are possibly 

showing only a static “pollution haven” effect caused by trade liberalization, the latter works as a canal 

for developed countries to discharge their environmental burdens to developing ones. If this is true, from 

a global point of view, environment pollution has not reduced in volume but only transfer from rich 

countries to poor ones. However, last ten years’ empirical studies have not achieved agreement on this 

issue. On one hand, many empirical analyses did not find evidences to support this predicted negative 

relationship between openness and environmental quality, like Tobey (ACT, 1990), Grossman and 

Krueger (1991), Agras and Chapman (1999) and Antweiler, Copeland and Taylor (2001). Their results 
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pass on the information that, whatever is its implication in pollution, “the trade’s impact --whether 

positive of negative-- will be small”. On the other hand, there also exist the studies supporting the 

hypothesis of “pollution haven”. Hettige et al (1992) found that, the reduction in industrial toxicity 

intensity in sense of total GDP in developed countries was not realized by an absolute reduction in 

toxicity intensity with economic growth, but by the displacement of their pollutant industries to the low 

income countries, since the industrial toxicity intensity per unit of industrial output in these developed 

countries has not declined with their total volume reduce during the time. Rick (1996) proved that the 

chemical toxicity intensity is higher in the countries applying “outward-orientation” trade strategies than 

those following “inward-orientation” trade strategies. By studying in detail on the actual product 

movements between countries, Suri and Chapman (1998) also concluded the apparition of an EKC 

between countries of different income levels is due to the fact that the industrialized countries satisfy their 

consumption demand for the energy-intensive products by importing them from industrializing countries 

instead of producing themselves. 

The incoherence between these empirical results reflects the potential complexity in the 

environment/openness nexus. Besides the differences in the strictness of environmental regulations, there 

are also other aspects through which international trade can influence pollution, such as the differences in 

economical, natural endowment and institutional characteristics between countries. There should not exist 

a general version for the environment/openness relationship that can be applied easily to different 

economies.  

Comparing to developed countries, China is, at the same time, rich in labor forces endowment and 

relatively poor. The reasoning of Copeland and Taylor (1997) shows that, on one hand, China’s natural 

comparative advantages should lead her to participate in international division system by specializing in 

labor-intensive sectors which is supposed to be less pollution-intensive; on the other hand, “pollution 

haven” hypothesis expects China’s relatively relaxing environmental regulations due to her low income 

also endows her with some comparative advantages in pollution-intensive sectors. The total effect of 

trade on environment should depends on the forces contrast between the “pollution haven” effect, which 

attracts polluting sectors, and the composition effect, which favors the growth of less polluting labor-

intensive sectors.  
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 In this paper, after a quick description on Chinese current economical and environmental situation 

and data discussion, we will firstly test the existence of a reduced-form EKC for industrial SO2 emission 

density by using the panel data on Chinese provincial level from 1991 to 2000. For a better understanding 

of the structural determinants of Chinese environmental quality, following, we decompose the three 

determinants defined by Grossman (1995) for industrial SO2 emission. Following, to analyze the direct 

and indirect role of international trade in emission determination, we include into our estimation model 

the trade intensity (defined as the ratio of international trade to GDP of the same period) individually and 

interactively with the other structural determinants. Finally, we conclude.  

2. An introduction on the actual Chinese economical and environmental situation 

(1) China’s economic situation during her economy reform  

During the 1990s, China experienced an obvious tendency of economy growth. According to 

China’s official statistical data, the real average growth rate of GDP was 8.7% during 1990-2000. The per 

capita GDP almost tripled in the last decade, from 1634 Yuan of year 1990 to 4534 Yuan of year 2000. 

However, in term of the absolute level of income per capita, China is still a low-income country with a 

per capita GDP of 947.78 USD (2000 price) in the year 2000 according to the official exchange rate.  

Like most of the East Asian industrializing countries, China’s economy growth showed a 

remarkable increase in industrial activity ratio to the whole economy during the last two decades, from 

37% of year 1990 to 52% of year 1999 (China’s Statistics Yearbook, 2001). The openness policy since 

1978 has induced a rapid integration of Chinese economy into the world market, which is not only 

presented by the increase in the ratio of international trade to GDP, but also by huge inflows of foreign 

direct investments. Figure 1 shows the common up-growing tendency in trade intensity (defined as the 

sum of export and import over total GDP) and FDI intensity (defined as the ratio of FDI in China over 

total fixed investment). These two ratios experienced firstly a rapid increase in the first half of 1990s, and 

then stayed relatively steady at this high level in the second half. 

(Insert Figure 1 about here) 

(2) China’s environmental situation during her economy reform period 

Besides a remarkable progress in economy growth process, we noticed at the same time, serious 

environmental pollution problems in China. The SO2concentration indices in the large Chinese cities are 
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very high, even according to the standards for developing countries. For many large Chinese cities, their 

SO2 concentration level during 1996-1997 is at least twice higher than the standard of World Health 

Organization (WHO) for developing countries. In Guiyang, the index of concentration of SO2 is even 7 

times higher than the standard (China’s Environmental Statistics, 1998).  

Although the situation of SO2 concentration in urban regions is serious, fortunately, we observed 

during the same period amelioration tendency in industrial SO2 emission intensity. Showed in Figure 2, 

since 1990, the increasing tendency of industrial SO2 emission ran slowlier than that of industrial output, 

which in fact indicates an actual decreasing tendency in industrial SO2 emission intensity. 

(Insert Figure 2 about here) 

(3) The great disparity in economic growth and environmental situation between provinces 

Due to the tradition to give local government relatively more autonomy in economic policy 

decision and the great differences in geographical, political and historical characters between provinces, 

the inter-province disparity is a remarkable character for Chinese regional economy. In figure 3, we 

enumerate the income level, trade intensity and industrialization degree in year 1998 for seven chosen 

representative provinces.
ii
 Obviously, the differences are striking, especially for the income level and 

integration degree. In figure 4, similar to their economic characters, the annual industrial SO2 emission 

situation in the seven chosen provinces is also very different, so are their variation tendency during year 

1992 to 1998.  

(Insert Figure 3 and 4 about here) 

3.  Environmental indicator  

We choose industrial SO2 emission as environmental indicator studied in this paper. This choice is 

based on two considerations. Firstly, since most of the previous empirical EKC studies discussed the SO2 

pollution case in their works, by concentrating on SO2 pollution, we can get more reference for our 

results. Secondly, SO2 emission is the most important air pollution problem in China. Moreover, 

industrial SO2 emission is responsible for 70% of the total SO2 emission in China (World Bank, 1998). 

By concentrating on industrial SO2 emission, we should be able to get better understanding on China’s air 

pollution situation.  
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However, instead of using the emission per capita as dependant variable as many paper discussing 

the similar topic, in this paper, we decided to calculate the emission density for each province by dividing 

the annual emission with the surface of the corresponding province. Doing so, without losing the 

principal characteristic of total industrial SO2 emission for each province as the geographical area of each 

province is constant during years, we have an environment indicator similar to pollution concentration 

index. In addition, comparison between the environment indicator of emission per capita and emission 

per km
2
 in equation shows the difference resides on the fact that the population density information is in 

fact missed in the emission per capita indicator. Since the same quantity of emission can cause more 

health problem if the population are more condensed in a smaller surface. We will have more interest to 

choose emission per km
2
 as environmental indicator from the point of view of the impacts of pollution on 

economy’s capacity of sustainable development, such as health impact of pollution that can cause the 

reduction in labor’s productivity. Furthermore, this calculation will also permit us to avoid the 

disturbances in our estimation coming from the huge geographical dimension difference between 

provinces. 

densityPopulation
Population
Emission

Area

Population

Population
Emission

Area
Emission

×=×=                        (1) 

 Table 1sum up the statistics for all the data used in this article. 

(Insert Table 1 about here) 

4. The existence of EKC —“reduced form” analysis 

To estimate firstly the existence of an “inverted U” relationship between industrial SO2 emission 

density and income per capita, we employ a simple reduced form to connect industrial SO2 emission 

density (SO2it) directly to GDP per capita (GDPPCit) as equation (2).  

it3
2

it2it1iit2 t)GDPPC(GDPPCXSO εααα ++++=                                   (2) 

The index i and t represent respectively province and year. Given great inter-provincial differences in 

economic and environmental situation, we use Xi to capture the immeasurable and unchanged specific 

effect for province i. At the same time, to capture the possible time tendency in emission, we add also in 

our estimation t, a time trend variable. 
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Table 2 presents the main results for EKC estimation. The Simple Model columns record the 

estimations based directly on Eq(1) and the Corrected Model columns include the results after correcting 

the first order serial-correlation problems within each group by including the instrumented lagged 

dependant variable SO2it-1 on the right hand of the regression function.
iii
 Basing on this reduced form, we 

do find a significant inverted U form relationship between emission and GDPPC with the turning point 

close to 10000 CNY (about 2090 USD).
iv
 However, the relatively low R

2 
value shows only the income 

level has in fact weak explication power for industrial SO2 pollution. 

(Insert Table 2 about here) 

(Insert Figure 5 about here) 

The figure 5 shows graphically the found Environment Kuznets Curve based on the result in Table 

2.
v
 Given that we accept these Environmental Kuznets Curves, what are the actual positions of the 29 

provinces on this inverted U form curve? In Table 3, we show income level in year 2000 for each 

province and their geographical area. Interestingly, except the three municipalities directly under central 

government as Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjin, the income level of the other 26 provinces is still below the 

threshold of 10000 CNY. At the same time, the geographical areas of the three municipalities are also the 

smallest among 29 provinces (and cities). Therefore, their SO2 density will be naturally higher than that 

of the other provinces due to their higher concentration of economic activities, a general characteristic for 

urban economy. Correspondingly, in Figure 5, most observations are actually concentrated in the 

increasing part of the curve and the points corresponding to the decreasing part of EKC is only the several 

ones belonging to the largest municipalities whose income level is higher than that corresponding to the 

turning point. Whether the found inverted U curves are in fact formed by the overwhelmingly increasing 

part of the 26 provinces whose industrialization process is on progress and the distorted “pulled-down” 

part beyond the income level of 9000-10000 Yuan by the outlier observations of the three special 

municipalities whose economy structure is beginning to deviate to services and high-tech sectors? To test 

this possibility, we re-estimate the EKC hypothesis in the sub-sample of 26 provinces. The results are 

presented in Table 4.
vi
  

 (Insert Table 3 about here) 
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Interestingly, after reducing the database to only 26 provinces, the previous inverted U curve for 

industrial pollution density with respect to income disappears. The right panel of Figure 6 plots separately 

the industrial SO2 density of the three municipalities to their respective income level. Only Shanghai and 

Beijing have clear decreasing tendency in their industrial SO2 emission density, even the 10 observations 

of Tianjin still keep an increasing trend for SO2 density with income growth. Whether we can conclude 

that the increasing tendency in the 26 provinces and Tianjin is in fact due to their income level are still 

below the critical threshold level of 10000 Yuan, and further income increase in these provinces will 

finally help to realize the dichotomy between economy growth and environment deterioration as that 

happened in the two most rich Chinese municipalities? Or the inverted U curve found in Table 2 is only 

an increasing curve for Chinese provinces distorted and pulled down by the “large city effect”? To 

answer these questions, we go further to employ a structural model and look into the other economic 

determinants of industrial SO2 density besides per capita GDP. 

(Insert Table 4 about here) 

(Insert Figure 6 about here) 

5. The economic determinants of industrial SO2 emission density — a structural model and the 

decomposition step 

(1) Relationship between industrial SO2 emission intensity and income 

Since income growth can reinforce both demand and supply capability of an economy for better 

environment, Selden and Song (1994) and Panayotou (1998) have directly considered per capita GDP as 

an indicator for abatement activities. In this section, we also look into the direct relationship between 

income and SO2 intensity (measured by SO2 divided industrial GDP). The estimation results are in Table 

5. Corresponding to the last step, our estimation also consists of three parts, the results based on full 

sample, on 26-province restricted sample and on 3-municipality sample. Figure 7 gives the graphical 

demonstration of the estimated relationship. Different from the case of SO2 density, in all the three 

samples we find the common decreasing tendency in industrial SO2 intensity with respect to income 

growth. This finding reminds us the quite similar results of Hettige et al (2000, p460) and confirms 

that of Selden and Song (1995) and Panayotou (1998). It does reflect the significant technological 

progress tendency in cleaning production in Chinese industrial sector.  
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(Insert Table 5 about here) 

(Insert Figure 7 about here)                

(2) Grossman decomposition 

If we agree that emission is a by-product of production, according to Grossman (1995), the density 

of industrial SO2 emission can be decomposed into the following three determinants.  

)
Y

SO
Y
Y(

area
Y

area
SO

i

i2

i

i2 ×= ∑                                                                   (3) 

The index i=1, …, n signifies different industrial sectors. Y presents industrial GDP and area 

means geographical area. The first term (Y/area) reflects industrial activity density, signifying scale effect 

in Grossman’s definition. A higher industrial activity density normally means higher pollution density if 

SO2 emission intensity keeps constant. (Yi/Y), the proportion of product of sector i in total industrial 

product reflects the composition effect in Grossman (1995). Intuitively, the industry composition with 

higher proportion of pollution industry has a higher pollution density if the other determinants keep 

unchanged. Finally, (SO2i/Yi) means pollution intensity of sector i. If industrial scale and composition 

hold constant, higher pollution intensity leads to more pollution. This determinant is also called by 

Grossman as income effect, since he supposes income growth can lead pollution intensity to decrease, 

which is already confirmed by our previous results. Therefore, we can re-write the equation (3) as 

following by replacing the intensity term by GDPPC.   

( ) GDPPCe
Y
Y

area
Y

area
SO

i

i
i2 ××= ∑                                                            (4) 

ei is a sector specific factor for SO2 intensity, we use it to capture the specific emission characters 

in different sector since GDPPC can only reflect the general correlation of income level with the average 

industrial SO2 intensity of total economy and ignore the possible sectoral specific character in emission 

intensity. From equation (4) we see that GDPPC is only one of the determinants for SO2 emission density 

besides the scale effect (Y/area) and composition effect ∑ ×
i

ii )eY/Y( . The divergent tendency between 

industrial SO2 emission density and per capita income (or more directly, industrial SO2 emission 

intensity) of the 26 provinces shows the possible explication contribution of the other two economical 
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structural determinants in industrial SO2 emission density besides GDPPC. Followed, we use the 

estimation function (5) to see the possible contribution of these two economic determinants. 

itiitititit2 tX)L/K(ScaleGDPPCSO ερφθγβ +++++=                               (5) 

Besides GDPPC measuring the income effect, provincial total industrial GDP over the surface of 

the same province is used to measure the scale effect (Scaleit). We expect a positive coefficient for it. To 

avoid data constraints in constructing a detailed composition effect indicator due to insufficient 

information in the sector specific factor ei, we use total industrial capitalistic ratio (K/L) to describe 

industrial composition for each province by simply supposing a sector more capital-intensive to be 

generally more pollution-intensive. The same hypothesis can be found in Copeland and Taylor (1994, 

1997) and ACT (2001). Therefore, for this variable, a positive efficient is expected. To include the 

provincial specific effect, we employ penal data estimator for this equation. Considering the possible non-

linear relationship between industrial SO2 emission density with these determinants, we include the 

higher order polynomial terms when necessary. 

The estimation results are in Table 6. Similarly, the estimations are done in three samples: full (28 

provinces & cities, we drop Hainan province due to lack of investment indices for this province), 25 

provinces and 3 municipalities. Clearly, included the other two variables, the model’s explication power 

is improved (from 0.20 to 0.39). Moreover, since Wang and Wheeler (1996), World Bank (2000) 

indicated that “China’s levy system has been working much better than that has been supposed” due to 

her great flexibility and her active complaining citizens, we wonder whether this effective levy system 

(official or non-official) will in turn result in some feedback effect in re-orientation of the new production 

capacity investment and then in industrial composition formation given some sectors are more pollutant 

than the others. To test the potential simultaneity or endogeneity in composition and scale effect with 

respect to the industrial emission density, we use the lagged composition effect (K/L)it-1 and lagged scale 

effect (Scale)it-1 as instruments for current (K/L)it and (Scale)it in each of the result reported in Table 6. 

The Hausman test (1978) is used to compare the efficiency of the instrumental method with that of the 

estimations without instruments. Confirming to the opinion about the high efficiency of Chinese emission 

levy system, the χ2
 value of Hausman (1978) test proves the endogeneity of the scale and composition 

effect in the full 28 provinces and especially in the 25 provinces sample.  
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(Inserted table 6 about here) 

Further comparison in the three columns in Table 6 shows, interestingly, the estimation results of 

the full and 25-province restricted samples tell very different stories than that from 3 cities. Though for 

the 3 cities, the relationship between emission density and income level keeps the same inverted U form 

with the downward turning points at the income level of 18424 yuan. The results for the full sample 

shows that income growth seems to lead SO2 emission density to decrease by reducing SO2 emission 

intensity. While for the 25-province sample, the relationship between income effect and SO2 emission 

density for 25-province sample is in fact a U-formed curve, with the upwards turning point at about the 

GDPPC of 7600 yuan, which is generally beyond the income of most of the 25 provinces in the sample. 

Therefore, we can still suppose the income effect as a monotonous reduction factor for industrial SO2 

emission density for these 25 provinces. 

Concerning the two new explication factors for SO2 emission density, their significant coefficients 

for the full and 25-province samples and not for the 3 municipalities shows the potential difference in the 

determination mechanism of industrial SO2 emission density between the 25 provinces and the 3 cities. 

Given a generally negative relationship between income growth and industrial SO2 intensity, the 

significance of the scale and composition effect in the results of the 25 provinces show the determination 

forces of industrial SO2 emission in these provinces come principally from production activity. While for 

the 3 cities, the only significance found for income effect shows that industrial pollution in these cities is 

actually related to people’s consumption demand going up with income growth rather than their 

production activities.  

Another finding need to indicate is that, in all of the three estimation results, contrary to the 

generally accepted idea that higher capitalistic ratio means more serious pollution performance, our 

results show the increase in industrial capitalistic ratio leads to, significantly, a decrease in industrial SO2 

pollution. We will come back with more detail to this point in the following section. 

6.  The role of international trade in determination of industrial SO2 emission density 

 ACT (2001) succeeded in merging the role of openness into the decomposition model similar to 

Grossman (1995). Following their reasoning, we assume that international trade can exert influence on 

emission in China through, on one hand, “pollution haven” hypothesis that supposes China’s relatively 
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low income with respect to her rich trade-partners will make her attractive for investment in pollution-

intensive production, and on the other hand, the traditional comparative advantage hypothesis that 

assumes China’s richer endowment in labor forces also leads her to specialize in labor-intensive sectors, 

which are generally regarded as less pollution-intensive. Therefore, the total effect of trade on 

environment of one province depends on the force contrast between her industrial composition characters 

and her income level. 

Following the empirical idea of ACT (1998, 2000) and basing on the decomposition in the last 

section, we look further into the trade impacts on in industrial pollution in Chinese provinces in this 

section. To capture the impacts of trade on industrial SO2 emission density, we will firstly introduce 

simply the trade intensity variable (openit), measured by the ratio of sum of export and import over total 

GDP of each province.
vii

 In turn, for a better understanding on the indirect effects of trade that depend on 

the provinces’ income level and industrial composition characters, we further add into our estimation 

function the interaction terms between the openness and the two effects, (open×(K/L)) and 

(open×GDPPC).  “Pollution haven” hypothesis supposes with the same openness degree, lower is the 

income level for a country, she has more pollution problem, so a negative coefficient for (open×GDPPC) 

term confirms this hypothesis. The traditional comparative advantage theories shows a country endows 

more labor will have less pollution problem under trade liberalization since their comparative advantage 

is in the labor-intensive sectors which are generally considered to be less pollution-intensive. Therefore 

for the multiple terms between trade and industrial capitalistic ratio, a positive coefficient means 

confirmation to the traditional international trade hypothesis.  

The results are shown in Table 7. Coherent to the results found in decomposition step, the 

coefficients of income effect keep the same significance and the expected signs in all the three samples. 

The scale effect, similar to last decomposition step, shows its positive and significant coefficient only in 

full and 25-province restricted samples. Come to the composition effect, we only find its determination 

role in 25-province sample with a significantly negative coefficient, which is, once more, contrary to the 

general accepted expectation of a positive relationship. For the full and 3-municipality sample, the role of 

the capitalistic ratio turns out to be non-concludable due to their unsatisfactory P values.  
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Come to the role of trade, we find the direct effect of international trade is significantly positive in 

the full and 25-province restricted sample. This indicates increase in openness degree can directly bring 

more pollution. Similar to ACT (1998, 2001), for full and 25-province restricted samples, the inclusion of 

the multiple terms of trade with income and composition effects can not improve the efficiency of 

estimation until the quadratic terms (open×GDPPC
2
 for full sample estimation and open×(K/L)

2
 for the 

25-province restricted sample estimation) are included. While for the 3-municipalitiy sample, the 

inclusion of trade terms and the multiple terms of openness degree fails once more to improve the 

explication power of the estimation The only determination role residing in income level reveals for once 

more the consumption-determination mechanism for industrial SO2 emission in the three largest cities. 

Though there exist small differences in the estimation results of the trade terms between full and 

25-province restricted samples, the coefficients of the multiple terms of trade with income and 

composition effect between full and 25-province restricted samples show good coherence. The negative 

coefficients before the open×GDPPC terms confirm “pollution haven” hypothesis. However, this 

decreasing tendency in pollution with income increase seems not to be monotonous, since in full sample, 

once income level goes beyond 7273 yuan/person, further income growth leads pollution to retake the 

increasing tendency.  This in fact corresponds to the increasing parts of the U-formed curve found for the 

income effect in the 25-province sample. This re-increasing tendency can be explained by the pollution-

increase effect caused by consumption structure transformation once income attains certain level. A good 

example is the electronic goods consumption. With income increase, possessing luxury electronic goods 

as refrigerator, TV, washing machine and air-conditioning equipment for family use become more 

possible. Augmentation in consumption of these goods will lead industrial SO2 pollution to increase since 

their electricity consumption are satisfied generally by electricity generation fueled principally by coal 

combustion.
viii

 The deepening of open process can at the same time pushes the price of these electronic 

goods to reduce by introducing more intensed competition into domestic market. Therefore, at same 

income level, a more open province will counter earlier this re-increasing trends in pollution caused by 

income-induced consumption of luxury electronic goods than a relatively closed province. 

(Insert Table 7 about here) 
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Come to the multiple terms between trade and capitalistic ratio, we find the positive coefficient 

anticipated by the traditional comparative advantage theories does not appear till the capitalistic ratio of 

one province attains to the 83333 yuan/person. These contrary-to-general-belief negative coefficients 

before the threshold of capitalistic ratio are similar to that for the simple capitalistic ratio. The possible 

explication for these coefficients is that, capitalistic ratio is, on one hand, an industrial pollution 

performance indicator. Normally, the pollution-intensive sectors, such as steel processing, electricity 

generation sectors, etc., generally possess higher capitalistic ratio. Meanwhile a higher capitalistic ratio 

also means a higher technology level in production, especially for the enterprises in the same industrial 

sector. If we agree with this explication, the negative coefficient before simple capitalistic ratio term and 

the multiple terms open×(K/L) will be easy to understand. Generally speaking, when the absolute 

capitalistic ratio of a province stays still relatively low, an augmentation of the total capitalistic ratio in 

industrial production helps to reduce SO2 emission since the pollution-reduction effect coming from 

technological progress dominates the pollution-increasing effect of industrial structure transformation to 

pollution-intensive sectors. However, for the provinces possessing a (K/L) ratio over certain high level, 

such as what we find in this estimation 83333 yuan/person, under openness process, their comparative 

advantages in pollution-intensive heavy industry sectors will lead her industrial composition to deviate 

even more towards these pollution-intensive sectors, though technological progress is still working to 

reduce pollution at this time.  

(Insert Table 8 about here) 

What about the general income, scale and composition effect and the role of international trade on 

industrial SO2 emission on the national average level? In Table 8, we list the elasticity of the three effects 

and that of trade intensity in the emission density calculated by Delta method (Greene, 1997, pp280). 

Clearly, the elasticity for income and scale effect corresponds to theoretical analysis. The positive 

elasticity for the international trade shows the average negative role of trade for Chinese environment. 

However, we observe that this elasticity, similar to that found in ACT (2001), is quite approach to zero, 

which indicates a fairly weak influence of trade. Come to composition effect, its negative elasticity in 

industrial SO2 emission confirms the domination of the technological progress effect of capital 
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accumulation over its industrial composition transformation effect in China. Clearly till now, Chinese 

industry is still generally specialized in labor-intensive sectors. 

The two panels in Figure 8 show in details the elasticity of trade in industrial SO2 emission 

intensity for each province with respect to their own average income level and capitalistic ratio 

respectively. Corresponding to the elasticity calculated at national average level, although there exist 

quite large differences in income level, capitalistic ratio and openness degree between the 25 provinces, 

for most provinces, openness seems generally have only very weak negative impacts on environment.  

(Insert Figure 8 about here) 

However, from figure 8 we observe some contradictory elasticity results for provinces 

Xinjiang(XJ) and Qinghai(QH). Since both of these provinces possess relatively high capitalistic ratio 

and relatively low income, an important negative value found for their openness elasticity seems opposite 

to our discussion for the estimation results above. Furthermore, compared with ACT(1998, 2001), Figure 

8 give totally opposite relationship of openness elasticity with respect to per capita GDP and capitalistic 

ratio than those found in ACT (1998) for cross-country data. In upper-panel, we can almost not 

distinguish a downward relationship between openness elasticity and GDPPC confirmed in ACT (1998, 

2001). And the clear negative tendency found for the relationship between provincial openness elasticity 

and their capitalistic ratio in the under-panel in fact reveals the domination of capitalistic role as the 

technology indicator over its role as a pollution performance indicator for industrial sectors for current 

Chinese industries given their actually low capitalistic ratio.  

One possible explanation for these contradictions resides in the highly complicated co-

determination relationship between industrial SO2 emission density and the three interactive economic 

factors: GDPPC, capitalistic ratio and openness degree. Till now, our analysis on the environmental 

impacts of trade still stays on a “given the other determinates fixed at average level, what is the impact of 

the determinant that we are interested” basis. However, since the industrial SO2 emission is in fact co-

determined by all these tree economic characters involved in production activities directly and indirectly, 

the variation of one of these determinants can equally affect the actual impact of the other determinants 

on pollution through the interactive terms between them. To clarify the complexity existing in the actual 

jumbled relationship between industrial SO2 emission density and its economic determinants and the 
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further evolution of SO2 emission density given its economic determinants’ variation, we make some 

necessary derivation and mathematical combination based on the results in table 7 column 2 and get 

Figure 9. With help of this figure, we try to reveal how the impacts of one of the three determinant factors 

(trade openness, composition effect and income) on industrial SO2 pollution change when their related 

interactive determinants change their values. The 25 points marked in the three panels is to indicate the 

actual position of the related economic determinants for industrial SO2 pollution of the 24 provinces in 

year 2000. 

The increasing curve in the first panel is derived from the condition of d(SO2)/d(GDPPC)=0, where 

SO2 is calculated from the estimation results of 25-province sample in Table 6. We use the curve 

d(SO2)/d(GDPPC)=0 to define the border of the change in direction of the total effect of income increase 

on industrial  SO2 emission density.
ix
 This upward border shows that for a provinces, a higher openness 

degree will be more possible to have environment-friendly effect when it possess a higher income, which 

in fact confirms the “pollution haven” hypothesis. From dynamic point of view, in year 2000, for most 

provinces with relatively low per capita income, further income growth will, from the point of view of 

total effect of income in industrial SO2 emission, help economy to reduce the negative “pollution haven” 

effect incurred by openness policy. While for the provinces as Jiangsu(JS), Zhejiang(ZJ), Fujian(FJ), 

Liaoning(LN) and Shangdong(SD), their relatively high income have or will made the consumption-

induced pollution to dominate the pollution reduction tendency realized by the attenuation of the 

“pollution haven” effect through income increase since their income level have attained certain high 

level.  

The second panel of Figure 9 shows the relationship between capitalistic ratio and industrial SO2 

emission density. We find that the pro-environment relationship between capitalistic ratio and industrial 

SO2 emission will be impossible when a high capitalistic ratio is combined with a high openness degree. 

This does confirm the traditional comparative advantage theory supposing that the country specialized in 

capital-intensive industry will find their environment to degrade under opening process. In year 2000, 

most provinces’ total effect of industrial composition on industrial SO2 emission density stays still 

negative, even the capitalistic ratio and openness degree continue to grow. It reveals that for most 

Chinese provinces, their comparative advantage still resides in the labor-intensive sectors, a further 
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capitalistic ratio increase will reinforce more the technology degree of production and help to reduce 

pollution. However, the province Xinjiang(XJ) is actually situated on the border line, further increase in 

capitalistic ratio and the enlargement of openness degree will lead industrial SO2 pollution in this 

province to increase. It indicates that this northwest enclosed province is actually specialized in pollution-

intensive heavy industries, further opening policy will transform the industrial structure to be even more 

deviated to pollution-intensive sectors.  

The bottom panel of Figure 9 shows the relationship between openness degree and industrial SO2 

emission. Given a relatively low income, a province possessing an industrial capitalistic ratio too low or 

too high will find her opening process to be accompanied with an increasing trend in her industrial SO2 

pollution. Among the 25 province, there are 11 provinces belong to these two cases. For the 9 provinces 

appearing to the left-hand of U curve, the trade-led pollution results from two reasons, on one hand, due 

to “pollution haven’ hypothesis, their low income level endows them with comparative advantage in 

pollution-intensive industry, and on the other hand, their low capitalistic ratio shows their low technique 

capacity in pollution abatement activities. While for the 2 provinces situating to the right hand side of the 

U curve, the pollution deterioration accompanied with enlargement of openness degree is due to their 

actual comparative advantages in pollution-intensive heavy industries. To reduce the negative impacts of 

trade on environment, for these 11 provinces, their gradual opening should be accompanied by the 

policies aiming at encouraging economy growth and R&D activities in pollution abatement domain, 

which will help them to go upward and finally to enter the environment-amelioration zone bounded by 

the U-curve in the figure. 

(Insert Figure 9 about here) 

6. Conclusion  

In this paper, basing on panel data on Chinese provincial level from 1991-2000, we first test the 

existence of an EKC in the case of industrial SO2 emission density. Following, we decompose the 

economical determinants of this SO2 emission density into: income effect (GDPPC), scale effect 

(Industrial GDP per km
2
) and composition effect (industrial capitalistic ratio). In the third step, we study 

the direct and indirect role of international trade intensity ((X+M)/GDP).  
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Our principal results showed that, instead of the supposed EKC, we find an ever-increasing trend in 

industrial SO2 emission density with respect to income growth for most Chinese provinces when the three 

largest cities (Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai) directly under central government are taken off from our 

database. The seemingly dichotomy between industrial SO2 emission density and economy growth after 

income per capita attains over 10000 yuan is only caused by a “drawing-downwards” effect of the several 

outlier observations of Shanghai and Beijing after year 1995, whose income level are much higher and 

whose industrial SO2 emission seems to be only related to their consumption demand. For the other 25 

provinces, confirming to Grossman (1995), their industrial SO2 emission density is determined by the 

three famous economic “effects”. Firstly, before income leads the consumption-induced pollution to 

dominate after it attains 6500 yuan, augmentation in income will make industrial SO2 intensity to 

decrease. While at the same time, this decreasing trend in emission intensity bought by income effect will 

be cancelled off by the general rapid enlargement of industrial scale in most of provinces. Moreover, 

different from our expectation, the composition effect, measured by industrial capitalistic ratio K/L in this 

paper, instead of being proven as pollution-increasing role as generally accepted idea, turns out to lead 

industrial SO2 density to reduce as a technology-reinforcing factor.  

For the role of trade, besides the positive direct impact of trade on industrial SO2 density, we also 

find some “pollution haven” evidences. Moreover, our results show for most provinces, their comparative 

advantage stays still in labour-intensive sectors, increase in the capitalistic ratio is proven to be 

environment-friendly through its technological “pollution-abatement” effect until this ratio reach the level 

of 83333 yuan/person, which can be considered as the threshold to distinguish between labor-intensive 

and capital-intensive sectors. Due to these different aspect’s effects, the total effect of trade on industrial 

SO2 pollution does not turn out to be an important factor for industrial SO2 emission density. 

Corresponding to the conclusion of ACT (1998, 2001), no matter positive or negative, the role of trade on 

pollution seems to be rather small for most of the provinces. 

Including all these co-related economic determinants into a more illustrative graphical analysis, we 

find, for most provinces whose actual income and capitalistic ratio stay still at moderate level, further 

income growth and capital accumulation are generally environment-friendly factor in openness process. 

Though the trade’s impact on pollution seems to be relatively weak, to analyse its real role in 
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environment need to include province’s industrial composition and income characters into consideration. 

Out results showed that further enlargement of openness degree might result in environment deterioration 

for the provinces that have relatively low income and too low or too high capitalistic ratio. The necessary 

policy to reduce this possible deterioration is to employ, besides open policy, the complementary policies 

aiming at reinforcing public consciences on environment quality (through income effect) and at 

encouraging R&D activities to increase technological efficiency in pollution abatement. 
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Table 1.  The statistics for the data used in analysis
1 

Var.
2 

Description for data Unit
3 Obs. 

Nb.
4 

Ave. 

value 

Stand. 

Error 

Min. 

value 

Max. 

value 

Zit  
Annual industrial SO2 emission over 

provincial surface 
Gram/m

2 
290 5.558 

 
10.900 0.021

 
69.800

 

GDPPCit per capital real Income level  1000yuan 290 2.782 2.320 0.596 18.232 

K/Lit 
Capitalistic ratio or per worker’s 

capital possession in industrial sector 

1000yuan/

person 
271 42.078 27.366 11.869 168.851 

Scaleit 
Industrial GDP density( ind 

GDP/prov. surface) 
yuan/m

2 
290 0.766 2.327 0.00144 22.100 

Openit (X+M)/GDP percent 261 27.21 32.20 4.01 192.84 

Note: 1. Data source: China’s Statisitics Yearbook (1991-2001).  

2. Index i signifies provinces i, t means year t. 

3. The value units are all transferred into 1990 constant price.  

4. The reduction in the observation in K/L results from lack of data in 1996-2000 for Guangdong and in year 

1991 for several other provinces, as Zhejiang, Qinghai, etc. While lack of data in openness is due to the missing 

data in Hainan provinces and general unavailability of the data in year 1991 for most provinces. 
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Table 2.  Estimation for EKC hypothesis (Full sample) 
Dependant variable: industrial SO2 emission density (Gram/km

2
) 

 Simple Model Corrected Model (1) 

 FE RE FE RE 

Constant 

 

 829*** 

(0.000) 

 484*** 

(0.001) 

GDPPC 

 

1.784*** 

(0.000) 

2.546*** 

(0.00) 

1.513*** 

(0.013) 

1.571*** 

(0.000) 

(GDPPC)
2 

 
-0.0847*** 

(0.000) 

-0.1078*** 

(0.000) 

-0.0820*** 

(0.008) 

-0.0815*** 

(0.000) 

Year 

 

-0.232*** 

(0.003) 

-0.416*** 

(0.000) 

-0.189** 

(0.051) 

-0.244*** 

(0.001) 

(So2)t-1
6 

 

  0.308** 

(0.016) 

0.620*** 

(0.000) 

R
2 

0.2015  0.7721  

Wald test 

 

 74.69  270.81 

F test 

 

22.19  27.14  

D-W 

 

1.2750  1.8473 1.9230 

Breusch-Pagan 

 

549.14 

(0.000) 

808.49 

(0.000) 

Hausman 

 

 0.000 

(1.000) 

 149.15 

(0.000) 

EKC form Inverted U  Inverted U  Inverted U  Inverted U  

Turning Point 10528 Yuan 11809 Yuan 9227 Yuan 9635 Yuan 

Nbs. of Obs. 290 290 261 261 

Nbs of provinces 29 29 29 29 

Note:   1.  The values in the brackets corresponding to the estimated coefficients are the P-values that have 

already corrected heterosckedasticity by the method of White.  

2.  *** represents the significance at 99% confidence level, ** represents the significance at 95% confidence 

level, * represents the significance at 90% confidence level. 

3.  D-W test the first order correlation in time serial data of each group. 

4. Breusch-Pagan is to test the superiority between the OLS and the estimator for penal data. 

5.  Hausman is used to test the superiority between fixed effect and random effect for penal data. 

6.   The lagged dependant variable (SO2 it-1) is estimated by using the method of instrumentation developed by P. 

Sevestre and A. Trognon (1996) to avoid endogenous problem. 
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Table 3. Provincial GDP per capita and geographical area statistics (year 2000) 
Province Real GDPPC  Area( 10

4
 km

2
) Province Real GDPPC  Area (10

4
 km

2
) 

GUIZHOU 1679,63 17.6 HEILONGJIANG 4251,31 47.3 

GANSU 2376,77 45.5 JILIN 4335,67 18.8 

YUNNAN 2699,22 39.2 HAINAN 4566,76 3.4 

NINGXIA 2751,47 6.6 HEBEI 4726,04 18.8 

SUCHUAN 2785,23 56.7 HUBEI 5143,82 19.1 

SHAANXI 2800,35 20.5 SHANDONG 6270,98 15.3 

GUANGXI 2875,15 23.1 LIAONING 6388,34 14.6 

HENAN 2985,54 16.7 FUJIAN 6714,24 12.1 

QINGHAI 3050,19 77.9 JIANGSU 7331,27 10.3 

JIANGXI 3115,13 16.7 ZHEJIANG 8165,74 10.2 

HUNAN 3262.00 21.0 GUANGDONG 8637,68 17.8 

ANHUI 3393,65 14.0 TIANJIN 10242,38 1.13 

INNER MONGOLIA 3445,02 120 BEIJING 13506,01 1.68 

XINJIANG 3870,8 164 SHANGAI 18231,95 0.62 

SHANXI 4147,48 15.6 National level  4534.06 960 

Note: 1. Data source:  China’s Statistics Yearbook (2001) 

 2. GDPPC is in 1990 price. 
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Table 4.  Estimation for EKC hypothesis (26 provinces) 
Dependant variable: industrial SO2 emission density (Gramme/KM2) 

 Simple Model Corrected Model 

 FE RE FE RE 

Constant 

 

 193.000*** 

(0.014) 

 272.000*** 

(0.005) 

GDPPC 

 

1.900*** 

(0.000) 

2.002*** 

(0.000) 

2.258*** 

(0.001) 

2.357*** 

(0.000) 

(GDPPC)
2 

 
-0.317*** 

(0.001) 

-0.3293*** 

(0.000) 

-0.353*** 

(0.003) 

-0.3664*** 

(0.000) 

(GDPPC)
3 

0.020*** 

(0.001) 

0.020*** 

(0.000) 

0.020*** 

(0.002) 

0.020*** 

(0.000) 

Year 

 

-0.086* 

(0.058) 

-0.097*** 

(0.014) 

-0.126** 

(0.019) 

-0.137*** 

(0.005) 

(So2)t-1
6 

 

  -0.0514 

(0.244) 

-0.0379 

(0.480) 

R
2 

0.3493  0.3077  

Wald test  93.48  62.96 

F test 30.86  18.04  

D-W 1.2277  1.3509  

Breusch-Pagan 967.43 

(0.000) 

755.27 

(0.000) 

Hausman  0.88 

(0.9278) 

 0.24 

(0.9986) 

EKC form Increasing Increasing Increasing Increasing 

Nbs. of Obs. 260 260 234 234 

Nbs of provinces 26 26 26 26 

Note:  1.  The values in the brackets below estimated coefficients are P-values corrected 

heterosckedasticity by the method of White.  

2.  *** represents the significance at 99% confidence level, ** represents the significance at 95% 

confidence level, * represents the significance at 90% confidence level.. 

3. D-W is the test of Durbin-Watson for auto-correlation for time serial data of each group. Breusch-

Pagan is to test the superiority between the OLS and the estimator for penal data. Hausman is used to test 

the superiority between  fixed effect and random effect for penal data. 

4. The lagged dependant variable (Zit-1) is estimated by using the method of instrumentation developed by 

P. Sevestre and A. Trognon (1996) to avoid the endogeneity problem caused by this lagged dependant 

variable. 
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Table 5.  The relationship between Industrial SO2 intensity and income per capital 
Dependant variable: industrial SO2 emission intensity (Grame/Yuan) 

 Full  (29) Provinces (26) Municipalities (3) 

 FE RE FE RE FE OLS 

Constant 

 

 36.4558*** 

(0.000) 

 52.357*** 

(0.000) 

 13.1527*** 

(0.000) 

GDPPC 

 

-10.900*** 

(0.000) 

-11.200*** 

(0.000) 

-25.200*** 

(0.000) 

-25.500*** 

(0.000) 

-1.400** 

(0.024) 

-1.200*** 

(0.000) 

(GDPPC)
2 

 
1.160*** 

(0.000) 

1.200*** 

(0.000) 

4.660*** 

(0.000) 

4.720*** 

(0.000) 

0.057 

(0.327) 

0.033*** 

(0.000) 

(GDPPC)
3 

-0.038*** 

(0.000) 

-0.039*** 

(0.000) 

-0.279*** 

(0.000) 

-0.282*** 

(0.000) 

  

R
2 

0.2698  0.3355  0.8696 0.8992 

Wald test  109.59  128.51   

F test 31.77  38.88  83.38 171.44 

D-W 1.5058  1.6531  1.9579  

Breusch-

Pagan 

590.02 

(0.000) 

552.64 

(0.000) 

1.00 

(0.3163) 

Hausman  1.39 

(0.7090) 

 1.05 

(0.7881) 

  

Nbs. of obs. 290 290 260 260 30 30 

Nbs of groups 29 29 26 26 3  

Note:  1.  The values in the brackets below the estimated coefficients are the P-values corrected the problem of 

heterosckedasticity by the method of White.  

  2.  *** represents the significance at 99% confidence level, ** represents the significance at 95% 

confidence level, * represents the significance at 90% confidence level.. 

  3. D-W test the auto-correlation for time serial data of each group. Breusch-Pagan test the superiority 

between the estimator of OLS and the estimator for penal data. Hausman is used to test the superiority between 

the fixed effect and random effect. 
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Table 6.  The structural determinants of industrial SO2 emission density 
(The dependant variable: the industrial SO2 emission density (gram/m

2
 ) 

 Full (28 provinces) 

 (FE&IV) 

Restricted (25 Provinces)  

(FE) 

3 Municipalities  

(FE) 

GDPPC -2.327*** 

(0.000) 

-5.737*** 

(0.001) 

15.255*** 

(0.006) 

(GDPPC)
2 

0.273*** 

(0.004) 

1.768*** 

(0.000) 

-0.414*** 

(0.002) 

(GDPPC)
3 

-0.015*** 

(0.000) 

-0.263*** 

(0.000) 

 

(GDPPC)
4 

 0.014*** 

(0.000) 

 

Scale
 

1.861*** 

(0.000) 

1.887*** 

(0.000) 

0.276 

(0.615) 

K/L -0.012*** 

(0.003) 

-0.028*** 

(0.000) 

-0.184 

(0.282) 

Year -0.381*** 

(0.000) 

0.356*** 

(0.000) 

-6.309** 

(0.023) 

R
2 

0.4850 0.3951 0.5757 

F test   5.70 

Breusch-Pagan 171.07 

(0.000) 

616.11 

(0.000) 

1.19 

(0.2743) 

Hausman
 

361.74 

(0.000) 

6.55 

(0.4775) 

 

Wald  for instrument method
6 

8952.33 

(0.000) 

11145.57 

(0.000) 

 

D-W
4 

2.1147 1.620 2.5710 

Hausman (endogeneity)
8 

χ2 

7.84 

(0.2504) 

10.02 

(0.1165) 

0.78 

(0.9781) 

Nbs of groups
2 

28 25 3 

Nbs. of obs.
2 

268 240 28 

Note:  1.  The results obtained by instrumentation methods (IV) show the scale and composition effect 

instrumented by their lagged observations. The values in brackets are the P-values corrected the problem of 

heterosckedasticity by the method of White.  

2.  The loss of one provinces in the sample is due to the lack of the data on fixed investment indices for Hainan 

province. The number of observation is less than 28×10=280 results from the missing data in beginning year of 

the 1990s for several prvinces. 

3.  *** signifies the significance at the 99% confidence, ** indicates the significance at the 95% confidence, * 

represents the significance at 90% confidence. 

4.  D-W tests the auto-correlation adapted to the residuals of fixed effect for panel data. 

5. Wald test is for the efficiency of the instrumentation method used in the fixed effect estimator in panel data. 

6.  Hausman (endogeneity) is used to test the endogeneity or simultaneity of the scale and composition effect 

with respect to the emission density dependant variable. 
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Table 7.  The estimation results on the role of international trade 
The dependant variable: industrial SO2 emission density (gram/m

2
), Fixed effect 

 
Full (28 provinces) 

(FE&IV) 

Restricted (25 provinces)  

(FE) 

3 Municipalities  

(FE) 

GDPPC 
-3.658*** 

(0.001) 

-4.048*** 

(0.006) 

30.286** 

(0.057) 

(GDPPC)
2 0.540*** 

(0.001) 

1.347*** 

(0.007) 

-0.961* 

(0.101) 

(GDPPC)
3 -0.035*** 

(0.000) 

-0.201** 

(0.014) 
 

(GDPPC)
4  

 

0.011** 

(0.024) 
 

Scale
 2.858*** 

(0.000) 

1.457** 

(0.039) 

0.021 

(0.984) 

K/L 
-0.064 

(0.399) 

-0.016*** 

(0.006) 

-0.264 

(0.424) 

Openness 
0.100 

(0.482) 

0.0461*** 

(0.003) 

0.038 

(0.490) 

Open×(K/L) 
-0.0013 

(0.731) 

-0.0010*** 

(0.001) 

0.0021 

(0.585) 

Open×(K/L)
2  

0.000006*** 

(0.003) 
 

Open×GDPPC 
-0.048*** 

(0.007) 

-0.0036** 

(0.039) 

-0.102 

(0.352) 

Open×GDPPC
2
 

0.0033* 

(0.073) 
 

0.456 

(0.381) 

Year 
0.603*** 

(0.004) 

0.227*** 

(0.002) 

-9.986** 

(0.055) 

R
2 

0.4681 0.3878 0.6061 

F test  10.54 2.56 

Hausman 269.13 

(0.000) 

155.32 

(0.000) 

 

Breusch-Pagan 
153.86 

(0.000) 

447.65 

(0.000) 

1.42 

(0.2338) 

D-W 2.1134 1.8814 2.5405 

Wald 
8360.91 

(0.000) 
  

Hausman 

(endogeneité) 

18.81 

(0.0268) 

2.99 

(0.9686) 

0.29 

(0.8637) 

Nbs of groups 28 25 3 

Nbs. of obs. 246 217 27 

Note: 1. The values in brackets are P values corrected the problem of heterosckedasticity by the 

method of White.  

 2.  The loss in group number is due to the lack of data in fixed investment indices for Hainan, and 

the reduction in observation number is due to the lack of data in openness degree in year 1991 for 

all the provinces.  

 3.  *** represents the significance at 99% confidence, ** represents the significance at 95% 

confidence, * represents the significance at 90% confidence. 

 4.  D-W is the test of Durbin-Watson for auto-correlation. 

 5.  Hausman is used to test the superiority between the fixed effect and random effect. 

6. Breusch-Pagan is to test the superiority between the estimator of OLS and the estimator for 

penal data. 
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Table 8. The elasticity of the three effects and the role of trade 
(Based on results of 25-province sample in Table 7) 

 Income effect Composition 

effect 

Scale effect Openness 

effect 
Elasticity -0,3498 -0,3939 0,1820 0,0229 

Maximum 0,2627 -0,0299 0,3281 0,0351 

Minimum -0,9623 -0,7579 0,0359 0,0107 

T value -1,1193 -2,1208 2,4414 3,6732 
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Data Sources: China’s Statistic Yearbook (2001) 
 

 

Data Sources: China’s Statistic Yearbook (2000) 

 

Data Sources: China’s Statistic Yearbook (2000) 

 

Figure 1.  integration degree of Chinese economy into the 

world economy
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Data Sources: China’s Statistic Yearbook (2000) 
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Figure 6  The re-estimation of EKC hypothesis (Restricted sample) 
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SO2 Intensity, Random Effect
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              Figure 7. The relationship between SO2 intensity and per capita income 
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Figure 9. The evolution in the relationship between industrial SO2 emission density and its determinants 
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i
 RMB and USD are all in 1990 price, and we use the official exchange rate of 1990 between RMB and USD from 

the China’s Statisitics Yearbook (2001). 
ii
 Beijing, capital of China, is a political center.  Shanxi, northern province of China, endowed a rich coal reserve, 

has more pollution problems related to its lower energy efficiency than the other provinces. Liaoning, located in the 

northeast, was an important industrial center characterized by her industrial structure deviated to heavy sectors and 

her high weight of state own enterprises (SOEs) in industrial production under the influence of Mao’s economical 

strategy. With the deepening of economical reform, many SOEs in Liaoning have lost their importance in economy. 

Shanghai, a coast city directly under the central government, situating in the east of China, is a city with a lot of 

economical importance due to her long tradition as a leader for Chinese economy. She possesses a much higher 

income level and advances much faster in her industrial structure transformation toward service and knowledge-

intensive than the other provinces. Guangdong, a southern province, which had almost nothing as the industrial 

foundation before economy reform, becomes today one of the most advanced provinces. Her economy is 

characterized by the high degree of openness owing to her privileged geographical location close to Hong Kong and 

by a much lighter industrial structure due to her obvious comparative advantages in the labor-intensive industries. 

Sichuan, a province situating in the southwest of China, owns an industrial structure deviated to heavy sectors and 

an access to the rich reserve of coal of high sulfur content from the neighbor provinces. Meanwhile, she also 

functions as a north-south traffic hub for the west China. Xinjiang, one of the vastest provinces in China, situated in 

the northwest, is famous for its most enclosed geographical situation in the world. Her industrial economy is 

technically much less advanced than the other provinces and her population density is almost the lowest in all the 

Chinese provinces except Tibet. 
iii

 The instrumentation method that we employ here is developed by P. Sevestre and A. Trognon (1996). This 

method is inspired by the estimator introduced in Balestra-Nerlove (1966) for the “fixed effect of the dynamic linear 

penal model”. 
iv
 Both at 1990 price and the exchange rate is also at the 1990 level. 

v
 We give out only two EKCs among the four results; the other two curves not shown are very similar to the two 

curves in Figure 5. 
vi
 The author has also estimate the possible EKC curve for the sub-sample of the 3 large cities, however, as there are 

not sufficient observations, the results are not convincing and omitted from the paper. 
vii

 The same measurement of the trade intensity has also been used in Agras and Chapman (1999) and Suri and 

Chapman (1998). 
viii

 Notice that in China, most electricity generator factories use coal as the principal energy input, which is the most 

important source of industrial SO2 emission. 
ix

 Here the total relationship means the sum of the direct income effect and the co-determination effect of GDPPC 

with openness degree. The other two panels show also the called TOTAL effect for each determinant. 

 


